WEAVE™ Extract
Data extraction analyzes your documents and maps key-value-pairs to capture and
extract structured data. This data can be easily integrated into workflows and applications
to save time and money.

Why Use WEAVE™ Extract?
Eliminate the need to manually key in data elements and reallocate staff to focus on more value-added
tasks. WEAVE™ Extract unlocks unstructured data in forms, turning them into usable, structured data.
Create accurate data fields designed specifically to integrate with your application, without excessive
manual intervention or complex machine-learning tools.

Features & Benefits
• Integrate with apps for automated workflows, or integrate into EHRs
• Save time and reduce manual data entry errors
• Faxes become part of all searchable documents in your content management system
• Seamless integration with industry-leading fax servers and fax-enabled applications
• Create captured metadata in an enhanced payload that contains key-value-pairs
• No on-premise technology or overhead resources needed

etherFAX WEAVE™ Extract

More Reasons to Switch
Digitizing documents received as a fax makes it easier to find content locked inside an image.
WEAVE™ Extract helps eliminate the need for staff to manually open each fax, understand what type
of form it is, and manually move it to a work queue. Removing manual data entry also eliminates
downstream impacts and costs associated with rejected claims from a payer if data was miskeyed.

Problems Solved
Enhance efficiency and accuracy by
removing manual data entry

Reclaim time spent manually
processing incoming faxes

Turn an unstructured .TIFF faxed
document into a digitized and
usable format

Automate tasks, such as scheduling
and referrals, using document
recognition

About etherFAX
With over six million connected endpoints, etherFAX is the world’s largest document exchange network, supporting every major
fax server, application, and fax-enabled device. Its secure document delivery platform and suite of applications are widely used
across a broad range of industries to digitize workflows and optimize business processes. As a leading provider of hybrid-cloud
fax solutions supporting healthcare enterprises, etherFAX securely transmits protected health information and high-resolution,
color documents directly to applications and devices with end-to-end encryption and ultra-fast transmission speeds. etherFAX’s
secure, cloud-based, and encrypted data exchange solutions operate in a HIPAA and SOC 2® compliant environment that is both
HITRUST CSF® and PCI DSS certified.

For more information, contact a Sales team member at 877-384-9866
or sales@etherFAX.net.
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